User Instructions - Please read carefully before use!

Congratulations on choosing PIANOFIT®!
You have purchased a product of highest precision and functionality that was developed entirely in
Germany and is made in all items in Germany.
The PIANOFIT® is protected as a patent and trademark.
Because there are no comparable products, here is some advise for operating it:
please always handle it with care because it is a unique piece of value that is custom made.
If you ordered a model for right-handers, the left knob is permanently fixed to prevent the spring
from jumping out. This of course applies vice versa for the reversed version. In particular, for the
acrylic glass version of each over-rotation of the movable knob has to be avoided, as this can
cause cracks and even a breaking off the knob, frame or the web. In case of longer exposure to
sunlight and thus heat the glue can melt and cause reactions as described above. We do not take
over any liability in these cases.
Be sure to check that the panel for the sheets must be sligthly raised before pulling it up due to the
stoppers.
As long as the stand is not in use, the side knob should not be fully tightened in order to protect the
spring inside against scuff.
Since the PIANOFIT® is made of solid wood, acrylic glass and metal parts, it comes along with a
corresponding weight. The panel for the sheets should therefore always remain under control while
operating it.
Above all, you should avoid any injuries in particular when the PIANOFIT® is used by children.
Please help your children when handling the stand until they are proficient in handling it by
themselves.
Our specially designed felt cover is suitable for cases where the PIANOFIT® is stored separately
when not in use.
Another accessory is an extra panel of acrylic glass that you can cover the wooden panel with.
This avoids scratches when you need to use a pen for your comments in the sheets. Please remove
the protection foil before use very carefully.
Otherwise the handling of PIANOFIT® opens really all by itself ... We hope you enjoy it and profit
from the easement in piano practice!
Do you have any questions? Please call our Hotline:
+49. (0) 211.91312894 or send an email to info@pianofit.de
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